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BCPS Vision: Baltimore County Public 

Schools will be among the highest 

performing school systems in the nation as a 

result of creating, sustaining, and investing in 

excellence for every student, every school, 

and every community. 

School Mission: Warren Elementary will 

empower leaders to have the knowledge 

and strategies to be innovative thinkers, 

creative problem solvers, effective 

communicators and caring citizens. 

ACTION STEPS 

Mathematics Culture 

Action Step(s): 

1.Teachers will explicitly teach content 

aligned to the rigor of the standards including 

modeling through sharing their thought 

process aloud as they approach and complete 

tasks (i.e. “think aloud” strategy) 

2.Time on task should reflect high 

expectations and ensure the students do the 

vast majority of the cognitive work of the 

task. 

Action Step(s):   

The Instructional Leadership Team will 

develop weekly agendas for collaborative 

grade level student data analysis and 

planning.   
The Instructional Leadership Team will meet 

monthly to analyze data and plan for PLC 

meetings. Teachers will participate in 

monthly PLCs led by grade level team 

leaders to analyze data, examine student 

work, and share instructional strategies to 

ensure all students have access to rigorous 

instruction.   
 

Goal: All students will achieve mathematics proficiency as indicated by the MCAP 

assessment. 

 

Literacy Culture 

Action Step(s): 

1.Teachers will explicitly teach content 

aligned to the rigor of the standards including 

modeling through sharing their thought 

process aloud as they approach and complete 

tasks (i.e. “think aloud” strategy) 

2.Time on task should reflect high 

expectations and ensure the students do the 

vast majority of the cognitive work of the 

task. 

 

 

  

Action Step(s):  

The Instructional Leadership Team will 

develop weekly agendas for collaborative 

grade level student data analysis and 

planning.   
The Instructional Leadership Team will meet 

monthly to analyze data and plan for PLC 

meetings. Teachers will participate in 

monthly PLCs led by grade level team 

leaders to analyze data, examine student 

work, and share instructional strategies to 

ensure all students have access to rigorous 

instruction.   

 



 

Goal:  All students will achieve literacy proficiency as indicated by the MCAP assessment.  

  

Safe and Secure Environment  Culture  

Action Step(s):   
 1.Teachers will create and sustain a      

safe, welcoming, and supportive classroom 

environment which values inclusivity and 

diversity.   

2. Teachers explicitly teach and model social 

emotional learning skills and Conscious 

Discipline strategies and integrate them into 

academic content. 

  

  

Action Step(s):   
The ILT team will develop daily schedules that 

designate time for class meetings and provide 

structures and supports for teachers to implement 

the components of Conscious Discipline.   

 

Social emotional learning skills will be connected 

to the monthly virtues providing teachers and 

students with lessons, guidelines, and skills.   

  

  

  

  

 


